
Changes in the standard terms and conditions of the universal postal service (as of 

1 August 2022)    

 

By updating the standard terms and conditions of the universal postal service (UPS), the personal postal 

service (ordering a mail carrier to use the UPT service) is brought into line with the recently amended 

regulation. An upper limit is also established for the ‘cash on delivery’ charge and the amount of 

compensation payable is aligned with the value of the shipment.  

 

The personal mail carrier service is added to the conditions  

Conditions are established for the receipt of shipments at the location of the sender and for the home 

delivery of shipments from the post office or parcel terminal without an added charge. Ordering a mail 

carrier to use the service is free of charge nationwide if the place of residence or location of the sender 

is more than 5 km away from the nearest open access point providing the service or if the place of 

residence or location of the sender is less than 5 km away from the nearest access point providing the 

service, but the nearest access point is not open on the working day when the sender intends to use the 

service. 

 

To order the service, the customer service of Omniva must be contacted by email or telephone; orders 

can also be placed online at www.omniva.ee. The orders are fulfilled between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. on 

working days based on an agreement with the customer. Unless agreed otherwise, the service is provided 

within the next two working days following the day on which the order is placed. In addition to accepting 

shipments, mail carriers can also be used to purchase the supplies necessary for sending shipments: 

stamps, envelopes, packaging. 

 

The parcel machine service is added 

The parcel machine, which can be used to accept and deliver parcels, is added as a channel for sending 

and receiving shipments.  

 

The amount of compensation payable is aligned with the value of the shipment  

The amount of the compensation payable in the event of a loss of a parcel or any spoiling or damaging 

of the content thereof is tied to the actual value of the object of compensation. In addition to the amount 

specified in the customs form, the actual value can also be proved by a purchase document, such as a 

receipt, bank statement, etc.  It is recommended to insure any valuable shipments the loss of which 

would result in a damage of more than 35 euros by using the additional ‘insurance’ service. 

 

A maximum limit is established for the ‘cash on delivery’ charge  

In connection with the need to unify the maximum limits applicable to financial services, the maximum 

amount of the ‘cash on delivery’ charge applicable to shipments will be up to 4,000 euros in the future.  

 

 

On 24 January 2022, the requirements for the composition of UPT access points and provision of the 

UPT service were amended by regulation of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications 

‘The requirements for access points used for the provision of universal postal service and the locations 

thereof’.  The changes in the standard terms and conditions of UPT have been coordinated with the 

Estonian Competition Authority. Omniva will bring the standard terms and conditions of the services 

into line with the amended regulation and the terms and conditions will enter into force on 

1 August 2022. 

 

https://www.omniva.ee/era/abiinfo/kirjakandja_tellimine

